Overbed Tables

Pivot & Tilt Overbed Table

13000 ............... 1/cs

Features:
• The pivot feature allows the table top to be positioned closer to individuals in a bed, sitting in a wheelchair, or folded for storage.
• Four 2" casters (2 locking).
• Color: grey table top, black frame.
• Limited Lifetime Warranty.
• The mast of the table pivots and can be locked in one of the three positions from flat on the floor to 90°.
• The table top tilts with the angle of the mast to provide a flat surface regardless of the angle of the mast.

Non-Tilt Overbed Table

13067 ............... Silver Vein Base and Mast, 1/cs

Features:
• Walnut, wood grain low pressure laminate top.
• Table top can be raised or lowered in infinite positions between 28”-45”.
• Chrome-plated steel "H" base provides security and stability.
• 15" x 30" table top is locked securely when height adjustment handle is released.
• Table top can be raised with slightest upward pressure.
• 2" swivel casters allow for easy maneuverability.
• Base and mast are available in chrome or silver vein finishes.
• Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Deluxe Tilt-Top Overbed Table

13008 ............... 1/cs

Features:
• Easily assembled.
• Walnut, wood grain low pressure laminate top.
• Top can be tilted 33° in either direction.
• Top can be raised or lowered in infinite settings between 30.5" - 46.25".
• Swivel casters allow for easy maneuverability.
• Chrome-plated steel "H" base provides security and stability.
• Table top is locked securely when height adjustment handle is released.
• Limited Lifetime Warranty.
• Table top can be raised with the slightest upward pressure.

Non-Tilt Overbed Table

16012 ............ 1/cs

Features:
• Spring loaded lift mechanism – positions top in 1” increments from 28” - 45”.
• 3/4” x 15” x 30” high pressure laminate top with T-molding.
• Gunstock walnut is low pressure laminate.
• Twin wheel 1.5” casters.
• Available with "H" or "U" base in chrome or opal powder coat.
• 50 lb. Weight Capacity.
• Optional dual mirror vanity drawer.
• Limited Lifetime Warranty.
• Customer Order – Call us for delivery times.

www.drivemedical.com
**Delta™ Ultra Light 1000, Full Electric Bed**

15033BV-PKG, .......... with Full Length Side Rails and 80” Inner Spring Mattress  
15033BV-PKG-1, ........ with Half Rails and 80” Inner Spring Mattress  
15033BV-PKG-T, ........ with Full Length Side Rails and 80” Therapeutic Support Mattress  
15033BV-PKG-T-1, ....... with Half Rails and 80” Therapeutic Support Mattress

**Features:**
- The transition box mounted on the foot section is key to interchangeability.
- The transition box allows you to change the rotation of the high-low shaft.
- Headboard is taller than footboard to better fit home decor. The wood grain panels are break and scratch resistant.
- Foot section weighs 50% less than conventional foot sections to make deliveries safe and easy.
- Once installed, the high/low shaft will stay with the bed to eliminate loss or forgetting on future installations.
- Labels and color-coded springs assure accurate installation of side rails for patient safety.
- Unique motor is completely self-contained to reduce weight and noise.
- The motor assembly can be installed and removed with patient in bed.
- The motor is UL approved.
- In the event of a power failure, a 9 volt battery, located in the motor, can lower the head and foot sections nine times. No crank needed.
- New and improved hand pendant has large, easy to use controls.
- Bed ships in two cartons.
- Channel frame construction provides superior strength and reduced weight.
- Zinc coated spring deck.
- Extension kit available (15030EXTKIT) extends length from 80” to 84”.
- Warranty: (Original purchaser) 5 years on motor and hand control, Limited Lifetime on welds and frame, 1 year on all other parts and components

**Bed Extension Kit Available** 15030EXTKIT

---

**Standard Telescoping Full Length Side Rail**

15001ABV, ............... 1/cs

**Features:**
- Attractive brown vein finish.
- Constructed of 1” steel.
- Telescopes with movement of bed.
- Easily adjusts up or down with spring-loaded release.
- Spring-loaded crossbars are easy to install and remove.
- Limited Lifetime Warranty.
Full-Electric Bed

15005BY-PKG ........ with Full Length Side Rails and 80” Inner Spring Mattress
15005BY-PKG-1 ....... with Half Rails and 80” Inner Spring Mattress
15005BY-PKG-T....... with Full Length Side Rails and 80” Therapeutic Support Mattress
15005BY-PKG-T-1 ..... with Half Rails and 80” Therapeutic Support Mattress

Features:
- Quiet, smooth operation.
- The easy-to-use hand pendant electrically controls the positioning of the upper body, knees, and overall height of the bed frame to provide maximum comfort and versatility for the patient or caregiver.
- Head and foot ends are interchangeable interchangeably with Invacare® and Sunrise®.
- Side clips under angle iron store shaft when bed is unassembled.
- Easy to set up.
- Bed ships in two cartons.
- Back and foot adjustment allow for an anatomically correct sleep surface.
- Channel frame construction provides superior strength and reduced weight.
- Reinforced frame resists twisting and bending.
- Heavy duty, bed ends are attractive in any décor and easy to maintain.
- Warranty: (Original purchaser) Lifetime on welds, 5 years on frame, 1 year on all other parts and components.
- Zinc coated spring deck.
- UL 73 pending.
- CSA approved.
- Manufactured in ISO9001 facility.
- Weight Capacity: 450 lbs.

Bed Extension Kit
15005EXTKIT

Half Length Siderail No-Gap Style

15201BY .............. 1/cs

Features:
- Unique design prevents individuals from being lodged between bars.
- Attractive brown vein finish.
- Constructed of 1” steel.
- Fits most hospital beds with steel frame.
- Ideal for maximum protection when bed is elevated.
- Not for use with “Pan-Style” bed surface.
- Easy to install.
- Limited Lifetime Warranty.
**Patient Room Accessories**

**Trapeze Base with Silver Vein Finish**

13017SV .............. 1/cs

*Features:*
- Attractive Silver Vein Finish.
- For use when metal headboards are not available.
- Must be used with home style beds.
- Folds easily for storage and transport.
- Easy to assemble. No tools necessary.
- Adjustment levers on legs.
- For use with home style beds.
- Limited Lifetime Warranty.

**Trapeze Bar with Silver Vein Finish**

13009KT-SV ............. Trapeze Bar, Triangle, Chains and Clamps, 1/cs

*Features:*
- Attractive Silver Vein Finish.
- Mounts easily to metal frame headboards and fits most major manufacturers.
- Heavy gauge two piece square steel tubing provides maximum support.
- Easy to install without tools.
- Easy to adjust height, length and horizontal position.
- Can be shipped UPS.
- 250 lb. Weight Capacity.

**Adjustable Height Bed Assist Rail**

RTL15063-ADJ ........... 1/cs

*Features:*
- Assistance for getting in and out of home style bed.
  Can be used on either side of the bed.
- Removable handle, easy, quick, no tool assembly.
  Comes in 3 pieces.
- Simply slides under mattress with added feature of extra "no slip foam" on base bar.
- All steel, chrome plated, solid and easy to clean.
- Portable, easy to transport. Can be adjusted to flat position for easy storage.
- Rail dimension:
  19.75" (W) x 13.5" (H) x 32.75" (D)
- Weight Limit: 250 lbs.

**Home Bed Assist Handle**

15064 ................. 1/cs

*Features:*
- Assistance for getting in and out of bed.
  Can be used on either side of the bed.
- Removable handle, easy, quick, no tool assembly.
  Comes in 2 pieces.
- Safety strap wraps around mattress or box spring to ensure a secure fit.
- Fits single, twin, double, queen or king size bed.
- Made of powder coated steel for long life and easy cleaning.
- Handle with multiple crossbars creates easy grip for any height use.
- Rail dimension:
  11.5" (W) x 20.75" (H) x 21.5" (D)
- Weight Limit: 250 lbs.
**Patient Room Accessories**

### Hip-High Chair, Maple

**17100** Maple Wood Frame, 1/cs

**Features:**
- Designed for post-hip surgery residents.
- Provides sitting without bending at the hip.
- Armrests make sitting down or pushing up to get out from the chair safe and easy.
- Attractive vinyl seat and backrest is soft, comfortable and water resistant.
- 3 footrest height adjustments.
- 17100 is constructed of solid maple hard wood-not a plywood veneer.
- The fixed footrest on item # 17100 is adjustable to provide maximum comfort and an ideal ergonomic fit.
- 2 Year Warranty: Frame.
- 1 Year Limited Warranty: Upholstery.

### Hip-High Chair, Steel Brown Vein

**17100-BV** Steel Brown Vein Frame, 1/cs

**Features:**
- Designed for post-hip surgery residents.
- Attractive, durable brown vein finish.
- Contoured armrests are comfortable and durable.
- Attractive vinyl seat and backrest is soft, comfortable and water resistant.
- 1 Year warranty on upholstery.
- Limited lifetime warranty on frame.

### Cervical Traction Set

**13004** ............... 1/bx

**Features:**
- Heavy-duty head halter comes complete with metal support and self-attaching closures.
- Complete with 12" adjustable spreader bar, 8’ traction rope, double-sealed rings, water bag and "S" hook.
- Machine washable.
- One size fits all.
- Attractive retail packaging.
- Limited Lifetime Warranty.

### Foot Stool

**13030-1SV** ............... 1/cs
**13030-2SV** ............... 2/css

**Features:**
- Steel welded silver vein construction.
- Non-skip ribbed rubber platform.
- Reinforced rubber tips.
- Limited Lifetime Warranty.

### Foot Stool

**13030-1SV** ............... 1/cs
**13030-2SV** ............... 2/css

**Features:**
- Steel welded silver vein construction.
- Non-skip ribbed rubber platform.
- Reinforced rubber tips.
- Limited Lifetime Warranty.
Hydraulic Standard Patient Lift with Six Point Cradle

13023Sv .......................... 1/cs

Features:
- 6 point cradle design.
- Safely raises or lowers individuals from any stationary position.
- Silver vein finish is attractive and durable.
- Adjustable width base.
- High performance hydraulics raises or lowers individuals gradually and safely.
- Easy to operate caster brakes provide additional safety.
- Includes sling chains.
- Limited Lifetime Warranty (frame).
- 400 lb. Weight Capacity.
- 1 Year Limited Warranty (pump).

Bariatric Battery Powered Patient Lift with Six Point Cradle

13240 ................................ 1/cs

Features:
- Lifting capacity: 450 lbs.
- Fast, easy charge from AC outlet.
- Heavy gauge construction.
- Ideal for Homecare use.
- To charge, simply plug in unit. Battery does not need to be removed to be charged. Lift will not operate while plugged in.
- Jumbo actuator pump with emergency button can switch to manual mode lowers patient down safely.
- Audible warning when battery power falls below 50%.
- The "CHARGE" light will automatically shut off when battery is fully charged.
- For use with 4 point and 2 point slings.
- Wide base provides additional stability.
- Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Slings for Floor Lifts

13011 .......................... Nylon, 39” x 25”, Capacity 300 lbs
13012 .......................... Canvas, 39” x 25”, Capacity 330 lbs
13060 .......................... Canvas, 39” x 39”, Capacity 600 lbs

Features:
- Sling Points: 2
- 13019 - Chain
- Design: Solid
- Cradle Points: 2 or 6

Full Body Sling

13222M .......................... Medium (53” x 42”), Solid, 1/bx
13222L .......................... Large (58” x 45”), Solid, 1/bx
13223M .......................... Medium (53” x 42”), Mesh, 1/bx
13223L .......................... Large (58” x 45”), Mesh, 1/bx

Features:
- Sling Points: 4
- Optional Chain / Strap Not Required
- Material: Polyester
- Cradle Points: 4 or 6
- Weight Capacity: 600 lbs.

Sling w/Commode Opening

13013 .......................... Nylon, 39” x 25”, Capacity 330 lbs
13014 .......................... Canvas, 39” x 25”, Capacity 330 lbs
13061 .......................... Canvas, 39” x 39”, Capacity 600 lbs

Features:
- Sling Points: 2
- 13019 - Chain
- Design: Solid
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